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2. Full name(s) and address(es) of author(s). Where there is more than one author, state to whom proofs and offprint order forms should be sent.
3. Abstract: this must be intelligible without reference to the paper, and should not exceed 200 words (100 words for short papers). It should be a condensation of the essential new information and interpretations in the paper, and not a mere recital of the subjects covered.
4. Main body of paper: subdivided as unnumbered sections and subsections. In all cases metric units must be used and measurements given in mm, m and km. Do not use cm.
5. Appendices: see Supplementary Publications below.
6. References: see below.
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8. Figure captions: Plates and Figures are numbered serially as figures.
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Discussion of papers: Short discussions (maximum 750 words) on papers which have already appeared in the journal are acceptable. Two copies should be submitted; the title and author(s) of the paper discussed should be clearly indicated.

Supplementary Publications: Limited space in the journal, rising costs of printing, and improved copying methods mean that detailed material (e.g. in appendices) will be made available in the form of Supplementary Publications. Such items include locality lists, tables of chemical and other analyses, details of techniques, stratigraphic sections, photographs and photomicrographs, maps, cross sections, borehole data, mathematical derivations, and computer printouts. These will be stored at the British Library Document Supply Centre, Boston Spa, UK, and the Library of the Geological Society, and made available as photocopies or microfiches upon payment by prepaid coupons (consult librarians) or by payment to the Society. Sections of typescript suitable for such deposition may be indicated by authors and may be recommended by editors and referees.
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